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Germany: ‘Yes’ or ‘no? What’s it gonna be,
SPD?
While Italy votes, financial markets should also have a close eye on
German politics on Sunday. In fact, the result of the SPD’s member
vote on whether or not to join a coalition with Angela Merkel’s CDU
could have a bigger impact on markets and Europe than the Italian
elections

Source: istock

German politics have been extremely exciting; at least since the September elections. Long-lasting
coalition talks, many twists and turns and above all a social-democratic party in a permanent
identity crisis. This political rollercoaster ride will now either be over (at least for some time) on
Sunday or will get another even more exciting chapter.

Germany's political destiny is in the hands of some 460,000
citizens
More than 460,000 SPD members had the chance to vote on whether or not the party should join
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another grand coalition with Angela Merkel’s CDU on the basis of the negotiated coalition
agreement. The result of the vote will be announced on Sunday. The outcome of this vote is in our
view highly uncertain. Remember that the SPD party assembly only voted with a majority of some
56% in favour of starting the coalition talks. The party’s grassroots are expected to be more
sceptical. Also, more than 20,000 people have joined the party since the beginning of the year,
most of them with probable intention to vote against a grand coalition.

Why is the SPD such a 'hard-to-catch'?
The scepticism against another grand coalition stems from huge losses of the SPD at the last
elections and the perception that Merkel’s CDU has moved so much to the political left that the
SPD has lost its political profile. On election eve in September, then-party leader Martin Schulz had
immediately announced that the SPD would under no circumstance be available for the next
government, going for a complete political renewal of the party in the opposition. The U-turn over
the last months can be explained by the SPD’s willingness to take up responsibility for the country
but was not appreciated by all party members. The party vote now will in our view not be decided
by topics from the coalition agreement but rather by the question of whether party members opt
for renewal in the parliamentarian opposition or for government responsibility.

In light of the above, the fact that in recent opinion polls the SPD has fallen into third place behind
the far-right AfD, polling just some 15%, will have only increased the gap between the proponents
and opponents of a grand coalition. For the SPD leadership, these results are proof that the party
must enter a grand coalition, otherwise, it could be lost in the political wilderness. In our view,
however, the fact that other European social-democratic parties have failed to combine political
renewal and governing a country at the same time could support the ‘no’ votes. Also, as Merkel’s
CDU would get two ministries (health and economics) that are less prestigious but important for
SPD voters in the coming years, the feeling amongst SPD party members that the CDU is again
undermining the SPD’s profile could also be strengthened. All of this means that in our view, it will
be a very close decision and the option of a ‘no’ should clearly not be underestimated. 

'Yes' or 'no' - what would be the implications?
For financial markets, the economy and the future of Europe and the Eurozone, the SPD will be a
binary event. It is either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. There will be no grey areas. It will not matter how big or small
the winning margins will be.

With a ‘yes’ the last hurdle for Merkel’s fourth term has been cleared and Germany will get a new
government, probably before the forthcoming EU Summit in two weeks time. This scenario should
bring some relief to the German public and the economy as Germans are simply not used to not
having a government. It would be a government which delivers a small positive fiscal stimulus over
the next few years, pushing the right topical buttons, only not hard enough. It would also be a
government which would cautiously and slowly push forward with European and Eurozone
integration; no bold steps. The most exciting project is, in our view, the intended economic and tax
harmonisation between France and Germany.

In the longer term, however, chances are high that this grand coalition will not make it until the
end of the four-year period, the SPD will further lose voters’ support and the AfD could be
strengthened (not so much as an anti-Euro but rather as an anti-establishment party). Note that
with a grand coalition the AfD will be the biggest opposition party in parliament.
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In case of an SPD ‘no’, uncertainty will increase, markets should react negatively, at least in the
short run. Germany would then have to figure out what’s next. There is no direct route towards
new elections. According to the German constitution, the parliament has to vote on a chancellor.
In the first two rounds with an absolute majority and in a possible third round with a simple
majority. This leaves a small chance for reviving the idea of a minority government with the CDU
and either the Greens or the FDP. However, given the cumbersome Jamaica coalition talks, this is a
very unlikely scenario. Theoretically, Merkel and her party could govern alone in a minority
government after the third round vote. In practice, however, the German president has to decide
whether he accepts a chancellor elected by simple majority or whether he prefers new elections.
Given president Frank-Walter Steinmeier’s publicly announced concerns against a minority
government, we would eventually expect new elections.

To keep it short and simple: an SPD ‘no’ will first lead to a couple of days/weeks of uncertainty
before new elections are eventually announced. New elections would then be organised in mid-
June or mid-September, leading to a European standstill and more policy uncertainty.

Because they can
The German economy is simply too strong to be substantially harmed by a possible SPD 'no' and
subsequent political uncertainty. For Europe and the Eurozone, however, another six months of
political standstill and uncertainty in Germany could be more harmful as it would further delay
any new stepts towards more integration. In the past it was often said that the destiny of Europe
was eventually in the hands of the judges at the German Constitutional Court, at least this Sunday,
it will be in the hands of some 460,000 SPD party members.
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